// Feature Overview

Wireframer
Develop Enterprise
Quality Automations
As Standard
Reduce development time, improve quality
and create a design centric automation
lifecycle.

Benefits

// Efficiency

// Quality

// Design

Reduce automation design time
by up to 70% with Thoughtonomy
Wireframer. Rapidly build out
enterprise-quality automation
with pre-population of key
assets, , such as objects, actions
and exceptions

Ensure the creation of enterprise
grade automations everytime,
using the simplicity of the
Wireframer feature to define
business objects and actions —
within industry best practice

Reflecting on our ‘design
centric’ approach to automation,
Wireframer provides senior
designers the chances to build
skeleton automations — for an
agile and quicker design phase

// Overview
Develop enterprise-quality automations as
standard with the Wireframer feature.
At Thoughtonomy, we advise customers never to
underestimate the importance of the ‘design phase’,
purposefully taking time to understand what needs to
be created, opposed to going down the quicker process
recording route. Wireframer automatically creates the
low level steps of a process based on the users high level
input about the process. This creates automation steps
aligned to best practices. Not only does this mean you
can deliver enterprise quality processes every time, it
also, prepares your business for a long-term automation
ecosystem. The Wireframer feature makes development
agile, providing you with standardized pre-populated
processes with robust controls.
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// Step by Step Guide
A simple, robust way to wireframe
enterprise-grade automations
The Thoughtonomy Wireframer feature guides the user
through a set of basic inputs and then generates a detailed
workflow for your automations. Within the platforms Design
Studio area, your team to create, share and come back to
projects in development. Within seconds, your Wireframes
reflect the nuances of your business processes, ensuring
that the information gathered during a process capture stage
can be quickly imparted. Steps, stages and activities that will
be executed by your virtual workforce are implemented with
a single click – removing the need for hours of low level
workflow interaction. Wireframer gives you a flexible, yet
robust, framing for your automation estate.

// Deploying Wireframes
Saving you time in every phase of the
automation process — from design to execution
Deploying wireframes couldn’t be easier, simply select
the target environment in which you would like to deploy
the automation. Wireframer will take care of the rest.
From there, Designers can add in additional intelligent
process capabilities within the automation studio of
the Thoughtonomy Virtual Workforce, saving you time
in every phase of the automation, designing efficient
enterprise grade quality automations as standard.

Wireframer

Available now for all
Thoughtonomy customers
Interested in finding out more about Wireframer?

Get In Touch: info@thoughtonomy.com
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